Abstract. We study monotonic properties in the sense of Gartside and Moody. Among other things we show that each space with an ortho-base admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity and that the fine quasi-uniformity of a topological space which admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity need not be monotonic. Furthermore we give an example of a countable space that does not admit any monotonic quasi-uniformity. As a byproduct of our investigations we obtain a new characterization of the topological spaces having an ortho-base.
Introduction
All spaces considered are T] -spaces. (Let us note however that in Proposition 4 we shall make use of topologies not satisfying the Tx -axiom.)
A diagonal (quasi-)uniformity %f on a set X is called monotonic [4, 1] if there exists an operator M: *$f -» ff such that M(U) C M(V) whenever U, V G 2C and U C V, and such that M(U)2 C U whenever U £%f. In [4] Gartside and Moody show that the topological spaces which admit a (separating) monotonic uniformity can be characterized as the proto-metrizable spaces, i.e., as the monotonically normal spaces having an ortho-base [12, 6] . Furthermore they prove that the fine uniformity of each proto-metrizable space is monotonic.
It seems to be much harder to characterize those topological spaces that admit a monotonic quasi-uniformity (see [1] ). Since clearly each quasi-uniformity with a base that is well ordered by reverse inclusion is monotonic, each quasimetrizable space belongs to this class. However, as is pointed out in [1] , the class is much larger than one might first expect. In this note we show that each space with an ortho-base admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity. The fine quasiuniformity of a space with an ortho-base is monotonic if the space possesses an antisymmetric neighbornet. We prove on the other hand that the fine quasiuniformity of the real line is not monotonic. The same method of proof yields the corresponding result for the Sorgenfrey line and for cox (equipped with the interval topology). Furthermore we construct a countable space that does not have any compatible monotonic quasi-uniformity. In [5] Gartside and Moody show that proto-metrizable spaces can also be characterized by a certain monotonic covering property which they call monotone paracompactness: To each open cover W of a proto-metrizable space X one can assign an open star-refinement m(W) of W so that m(Wx) refines m(Wf) whenever Wx and W2 are open covers of X and Wx refines ¥f2. In this note we introduce a related monotonic covering property which we call monotone orthocompactness. We show that each space with an ortho-base satisfies our condition and that each monotonically normal monotonically orthocompact space is proto-metrizable. The question whether each monotonically orthocompact space has an ortho-base remains open.
Our results on ortho-bases suggest the concept of another interesting covering property stronger than orthocompactness which we call ortho-refinability. All spaces with an ortho-base and all submetacompact orthocompact spaces are ortho-refinable. Furthermore each ortho-refinable countably compact space is compact and each ortho-refinable monotonically normal space is paracompact. The authors do not know whether each ortho-refinable collectionwise normal space is paracompact.
For the basic facts about quasi-uniformities we refer the reader to [3] . Given collections sf and 38 of subsets of a set X, we say that sf is a partial refinement of 38 if each member of sf is contained in some member of 33 . A partial refinement sf of 38 is said to be a refinement of 38 provided that [jsf = (j 38 . A binary relation S on a topological space X is called a partial neighbornet on X if for each x £ X, S(x) US~x(x) = 0 or S(x) is a neighborhood of x in X . A partial neighbornet N on a topological space X is said to be unsymmetric [3, p. 4] We recall that a space X is said to be monotonically normal [9] provided that there exists an operator g(-, •) which assigns to each x £ X and each open set U containing x, an open set g(x, U) also containing x which satisfies: (1) g(x,U) C g(x, U') whenever x £ U C U', and (2) g(x, X \ {y}) n g(y, X\{x}) = 0, if x + y.
A base 38 for a topological space X is called an ortho-base [11] if whenever 38' is a subset of 38, jc e {\38', and x i intf}38', then 38' is a local base at x. By Lemma 1.2 of [11] the collection of all open intersections of subcollections of an ortho-base is an ortho-base.
N will denote the set of positive integers. The diagonal of a topological space will be denoted by A.
Monotonic properties related to orthocompactness
We begin our discussion of monotonic properties related to orthocompactness with an unexpected characterization of lob spaces, which makes use of monotone families of neighbornets. Recall that a topological space is called a lob space [2] if each point has a local base which is linearly ordered by reverse inclusion. Proposition 1. A topological space X is a lob space If and only if there exists an operator P: E -> JV (where E is the set of all opencovers of X and JV is the set of all neighbornets of X) such that P(ffx) C P(ff2) whenever ffx,ff2£E and ffx refines ff2, and such that {P(ff)(x) : x £ X} refines ff whenever ff £ E.
Proof. Let X be a lob space. Then each point x £ X has a local base 38X that is well ordered by reverse inclusion. Given a cover ff £E choose for each x £ X the first element Bx £ 38x that is contained in some member of ff and set P(ff) = UxeA-({-x} x Bx) ■ Clearly the operator P: E -*• Jf satisfies the stated conditions.
For the converse assume that P: E -* JV is an operator having the stated properties. Fix x £ X and let 38 be any local base of open neighborhoods at x . For each nonempty subcollection 38' of 33 set ff&, = {X \ {x}} U 38'. Assume that for some ordinal /? we have defined elements Ba £33 whenever a < fi . Then set 33B = 33 \{Ba: a < ft} and ffp = ffgijl. If 33B±0, there is B £33p such that P(ffp)(x) c B, since {P(ffB)(y) : y £ X} refines the open cover ffp of X. Set BB = B. The induction stops at some ordinal, say 8, when 38 = {Ba : a < 8}. Clearly {P(ffa)(x) : a < 8} is a local base at x. Furthermore if ax <a2<8 , then ffai c ffa^ and thus P(ffa2)(x) c P(ffaf)(x). Hence X is a lob space.
Our next result will be crucial in the following. Proof. Let 33 = {Ba : a < 0} and ff £ Y. Fix x £ \Jff. Define af as the minimal a < B such that x £ Ba C U for some U £ ff. Set G(ff)(x) = f){Ba : x £ Ba, a < af}. Observe that G(ff)(x) is an open neighborhood of x in X. Set W(ff)(x) = C\{B £38 :x£B, B\ G(ff)(x) ± 0} and T(ff)(x) = W(ff)(x)nG(ff)(x). First let us verify that in fact T(ff)(x) = W(ff)(x)nBaw .
To this end consider an arbitrary a < af with x £ Ba . If Ba \ G(ff)(x) = 0 , then x £ Ba C G(ff)(x) c Ba% C U for some U £ ff, contradicting the definition of af. Thus Ba \ G(ff)(x) / 0 and W(ff)(x) C Ba. Therefore T(ff)(x) c W(ff)(x) n Baf c W(ff)(x) n G(ff)(x) C T(ff)(x) and we are finished.
Next we prove that the partial neighbornet G(ff) = |Jce, ,w({c}xG(ff)(c)) on X is unsymmetric. Let a, b £ \\ff such that a £ G(ff)(b) and b £ G(ff)(a). Proposition 3. A space X is proto-metrizable if and only if it ts monotonically orthocompact and monotonically normal. Proof. If X is proto-metrizable, then X has an ortho-base and is monotonically normal . Hence one part of the assertion follows from Corollary 1. It remains to show that X is proto-metrizable provided that X is monotonically orthocompact and monotonically normal. By the results of [4] it suffices to prove that to any neighborhood U of the diagonal A of X one can assign a neighborhood M(U) of A such that M(UX) c M(U2) whenever Ux and U2 are neighborhoods of A with Ux C U2, and such that M(U)2 C U for each U . Therefore, let U be an arbitrary neighborhood of A. Set ffu = {G : G x G c U and G is open in X} . Since X is monotonically orthocompact, we can assign to U a transitive neighbornet T[Wif) of X such that T(ffuf) C T(ffu2) whenever Ux, U2 are neighborhoods of A with Ux c U2, and such that for each U, {T(ffv)(x) : x £ X} is a refinement of the open cover ffv of X. Set
where g(-, •) is an operator that witnesses monotone normality of X (see Introduction). One readily checks that the neighborhoods M(U) of A satisfy all the necessary conditions. Hence X is proto-metrizable.
In the proof of our next proposition we shall need the following auxiliary result. It makes use of a generalization of a concept due to Kofner (see [ (G', G") £ 3>o} such that x i intf|{C" : (G', G") £ 3>0}, the collection {G': (G', G") £ Sfo} is a local base at x .
It is straightforward to verify that each space with a preortho-pair-base is preorthocompact (see [3] for the definition of this concept). Lemma 1. A space X is proto-metrizable if and only tf it is monotonically normal and has a preortho-pair-base. Choose (Q',Q")£38 such that x £ Q' C Q" C U. Then for each (B', B") £ 380 we have B'nQ' f^0, B' <£ Q", and thus Q' C B". Therefore x e intf^Ti" : (B', B") £ 330}. We have shown that 38 is a preortho-pair-base. Hence each proto-metrizable space is monotonically normal and has a preortho-pair-base.
For the converse assume that X has a preortho-pair-base 38 and is monotonically normal. We construct a rank-1 pair-base. Hence € is a rank-1 pair-base and X is proto-metrizable. ^a5)). Let us show that 33 is a preortho-pair-base for (X, /j^^5)) . Suppose that z £ f){]ip(x, y), x]: (x, y) £ M} for some subset M of {(x, y) £ X x X : y < x} and that there does not exist any /?z £ X such that for all y £ {u : (x, u) £ M for some x e X} we have j> < /?z < z. It follows from the property of ip established above that (x, y) £ M and az < y imply that x = z, because y < y/(x, y) < z < x. We conclude that {]y, x]: (x, y) £ M} is a local ff~(3°s)-base at z . Therefore 33 is a preorthopair-base for (X,^(3°s)).
Since (X,5r'(3oS)) is a generalized ordered space and hence monotonically normal [9, Corollary 5.6], we see by Lemma 1 that (X, ^r(^a5)) is proto-metrizable and thus has an ortho-base.
For the converse suppose that (X, ff~(3°s)) has an ortho-base. Clearly the space (X, ^(S65)) has an antisymmetric neighbornet. Hence by Corollary 3 the fine quasi-uniformity Jf of (X, 3r(3oS)) is monotonic. Since P C yT, we conclude that there exists an operator M: 3s -> Jf with the stated properties. Corollary 4. The Pervin quasi-proximity class of the real line, the Sorgenfrey line, and the space co\ (equipped with the interval topology) do not contain any monotonic quasi-uniformities. Proof. Let 3° be the Pervin quasi-uniformity of the upper topology on the corresponding linearly ordered set X, and let Jr be the set of all ff~(3°s)-neighbornets of X. If % is a monotonic quasi-uniformity on X with a monotone operator N:%f ->%f and 3° C gC c yT, then the restriction of N to 3s is an operator M of the kind described in Let us note that by Proposition 3, the Sorgenfrey line is not monotonically orthocompact, although it admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity, since it is quasimetrizable. We do not know whether each monotonically orthocompact space admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity nor do we know whether each monotonically orthocompact space has an ortho-base. With the help of the next result, however, we show below that each topological space with an ortho-base admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity. The reader should compare our next proposition with similar results on proto-uniformities mentioned in [12] . (In the following we set f7~a = {Ta(x) : x £ Ta(X)} for a given partial neighbornet Ta on a space X.) Proposition 5. A topological space X has an ortho-base if and only if there exists a decreasing chain (Ta)a<g of transitive partial neighbornets on X such that for each x £ X, {st(x, ffff) : x £ \}Efa, a < 8} is a local base at x. Proof. Assume that X has a decreasing chain (Ta)a<s of transitive partial neighbornets having the stated property. Set 33 = {Ta(x) : x £ Ta(X), a < 8} . We show that /? is an ortho-base for X. Obviously 38 is a base for X. Assume that 33' C33, x £ f}33', but x £ intf}33'. Let /? be the minimal y < 8 such that 38' C \Ja<yS^. If x e IJ^, then TB(x) C f]33'-a contradiction.
Consequently x ^ [j^p ■ Thus 38' clearly is a local base at x. We have shown that 33 is an ortho-base for X.
For the converse suppose that X has an ortho-base 33 . We assume that 33 is closed under open intersections. Then there exists an operator T: Y -> £? as described in Proposition 2. Let ffo be the topology of X. Assume that ffa £ Y is defined for some ordinal a. If possible, choose Go £ ffa such that Co is not a singleton and set ffa+x = ffa\{G £ ffa : Go C G}. For a limit ordinal y set ffy = C\a<y ^* • Obviously this inductive construction stops at some ordinal, say e, when ff£ is the collection of all isolated singletons of X. In light of Proposition 2 it remains only to show that the decreasing chain (T(ffa))a<E of transitive partial neighbornets on X satisfies the stated local base condition. Let x £ X. We can assume that x is not isolated in X, because for isolated points the condition trivially holds, since T(ffE)(x) = {x} for any x £ \Jff£. Let p be the minimal a < e such that x ^ T(ffa)(X). Note that p is a limit ordinal, since T(ffa)(X) = T(ffa+x)(X) whenever a < e . Assume that there exists a neighborhood U of x such that for each y < p there exists yy £ X such that x £ T(ffy)(yy) and T(ffy)(yy) <f-U. Since each T(ffy)(yy) £ 38 , we conclude that there exists an open set G in X such that x £ G C fl T(ffy)(yy). Observe that for each y < p, there exists Cy £ ffy such that T(ffy)(yy) c Cy. Furthermore there exists ao < e such that G £ ffao, but G ^ ffao+i ■ Because each Cy contains G as a subset, Cy £ ffao+i and thus y < ao whenever y < p. Since p is a limit ordinal, we deduce that p < a0. Thus x € G £ ffao C ffp and x £ \Jffp = T(ffp)(X)-a contradiction.
We conclude that {st(x, f7ff) : x £(jf7a, a<e} is a local base at x. Proposition 6. Each topological space X with an ortho-base admits a monotonic quasi-uniformity. Proof. By Proposition 5 there exists a decreasing chain (Ta)a<$ of transitive partial neighbornets on X such that for each x £ X, {st(x, ffff) : x £\}fJ~a, a < 8} is a local base at x. For each map a £ 8X such that x £ Ta^(X) whenever x £ X, set Ua = \Jx&x(TfX)(x) x Ta^X)(x)) and let aff be the filter on XxX generated by the filterbase consisting of all such relations Ua . Observe that each Ua is a transitive neighbornet of X. Let U £ %f and for each x G X let e(x) be the minimal fi < 8 such that Tffx(x) x TB(x) CU. Set M(U) = Ue. Then Ue £ %f and M: %f -» ff is monotone. We conclude that ff is a monotonic quasi-uniformity on X. Let y £ X and let a £ 8 such that y £ !7~a(X). By the local base property of the chain (Ta)a<g, for each x £ X\ {y} there exists c(x) < 8 such that x £ Tc(x)(X) and x <£ TC(X)(y). Set c(y) = a. Then Uc £ ff and Uc(y) = Ta(y). We conclude that the quasi-uniformity ff is compatible with the topology of X.
Let us note that the constructed quasi-uniformity ff contains all neighborhoods of the diagonal of X .
While Proposition 4 provides us with simple examples of spaces whose fine quasi-uniformity is not monotonic, our next proposition and (the related) Corollary 3 proved above show that nevertheless the fine quasi-uniformity of many (countable) spaces is monotonic. Proposition 7. Each space X with a closure-preserving cover ff by finite sets and with the property that each point x £ X has a local base 33x of open neighborhoods such that 38X\(X \ {x}) is interior-preserving, has a fine quasiuniformity which is monotonic. 
(U)(x). Since x G T~x(y), it follows that M(U)(y) C S(y) C M(U)(x).
Therefore M(U) C U is a transitive neighbornet of X. Note that whenever V and W are neighbornets of X with V c W, then M(V) c M(W). We conclude that the fine quasi-uniformity of X is monotonic.
The following example shows that even for countable spaces we cannot drop the condition on local bases formulated in Proposition 7. Example 1. We construct a countable space X that does not admit a monotonic quasi-uniformity. Let X = {oo} U N U N2 . The points of N2 are isolated. For each n £ N let {Ok(n) : k £ Jf} be a local base at n, where Ok(n) = {n} U {(«,/):/ e N and I > k} whenever k £ N. A typical neighborhood of oo is {oo}u|J{C\(h) : n £ TS\A} , where (k")n&N is any sequence in N and A is any finite subset of N. For later use, for each n, k £ N set Gnk = X \ {(n, 1) : I £ N and I < k} and Gn = f)/teN Gnk • Of course, each set G" is a neighborhood of oo . Suppose that ff is a compatible monotonic quasiuniformity on X with a monotone operator M:ff-^>ff.
Note that for any neighborhood G of oo the relation Uq = [(X\{<xff) x ^T]u[{oo} x G] belongs to ff, since ff is compatible. For our convenience let us set G' = M(Ug)(oc) . First we prove that for any n £ N there is k £ N such that n £ G'nk. Assume the contrary. Then there is m £ N such that m £ f]keN G'mk . Consequently for each k £ N, we have M(Ucmk)(m) C £/Gmt(oo) = Gmk , because (M(UGmk))2 c UGmk. Since Gm = f\6N Gmk , dearly UGm = p|^N uomk ■ Hence M(UGm) c f]keNAf(UGmk), because M is monotone. Thus M(UGm)(m) c Pl^M(UGmk)(m) C r\keNGmk . But this is impossible, because C\kefiGmk is not a neighborhood of m . Therefore we have shown that for each n £ N there is k" £ N such that n £ G'nk . Observe that (7» = f)neN Gnkn is a neighborhood of oo. Consequently G't is defined, and it follows by an argument similar to the one given above that C% C P|"eN G'nk • However G't is not a neighborhood of oo, because G't n N = 0 . We have reached a contradiction and conclude that X does not admit any monotonic quasi-uniformity.
Ortho-refinability
In light of Proposition 5 it seems worthwhile to study the following covering property of topological spaces more thoroughly. By Proposition 5 each space with an ortho-base is (hereditarily) orthorefinable. We conclude this paper with some further results on ortho-refinability. T" = UjceoJ{*} x ((HiG 6 IJLi &k--x£G})nOn)] whenever n £ N. Observe that for each n £ N, Jfn+X is a partial refinement of %. Fix x £ X. Set nx = min{A: + / : ord(x, 3/f) = k} and let kx, lx £ N be such that nx = kx + lx and ord(x ,??lx) = kx . Note that x belongs to exactly one member, say G, of ^ix,kx ■ Since ^nx-i is a partial refinement of &/x,kx, we have st(x, %ix-f) C G. Next we show that x £ 0"x-x . Otherwise there is k £ N such that k < nx -1 and x £ \J^k,nx-k ■ Therefore ord(x, S?k) < nx -k and k + ord(x, Jj^) < nx-a contradiction. Thus x £ c\-i and x e T"x-x(x). If x £ T"x-x(y) for some y £ 0"x-\, then there is 77 £ ^-i such that y £ 77. Consequently T"x-x(y) C 77 and 77 C st(x, %x-x) C G. We deduce that st(x, f7fix-x) c G. Hence the decreasing sequence (Tn)nen of transitive partial neighbornets on X has all the necessary properties with respect to the cover ff of X. We conclude that X is ortho-refinable.
The following proposition generalizes Gruenhage's result that each regular countably compact space with an ortho-base is compact [6, Theorem 3] . Recall that the Lindelof degree of a topological space X, denoted by L(X), is defined as the smallest infinite cardinal k such that every open cover of X has a subcollection of cardinality < k which covers X. A generalization of the Lindelof degree is the extent e(X), defined as follows: e(X) = sup{|7)| : D C X, D is closed and discrete} + co.
Proposition 10. The Lindelof degree L(X) of an ortho-refinable space X equals its extent e(X). A countably compact ortho-refinable space is compact. Proof. It suffices to verify the first statement, because an obvious modification of the given argument proves the second assertion (essentially, replace " e(X) " by "finite").
Let ff be an open cover of X without subcover of cardinality e(X), and let (Ta)a<s be a decreasing chain of transitive partial neighbornets on X witnessing ortho-refinability of X with respect to ff. For each x £ X let ax be the minimal a < 8 such that st(x, S^f) C U for some U £ ff. For any a < 8 set Fa = {x £ X : ax = a}. Define inductively for each e < e(X)+ (the cardinal successor of e(X)) an ordinal aE < 8 and a subset Aae of Fae such that KJ < e(X) and \JB<aeFB C \Js<£st(Aas, S^f) C \\9SE, where 9)E is a subcollection of cardinality < e(X) of ff. Assume that as, Aas, and 3S for all 5 < e are defined. Set EE = X \ \JS<E st(Aas, S^f), and let aE be the minimal a < 8 such that EE n Fa ^ 0 . Suppose that x € EE f) Fae. By the definition of aE, we have ax > aE. In fact since Tat(x) n Fae ^ 0, it follows that x e T7^ from the definition of Fat. Hence EE n Fat = EEC\ Fac is closed in X. By Zorn's Lemma there is a subset Aac of EE n Fac such that (1) if x, y £ Aae with x # y, then x £ st(y, ^f) and (2) ££ n Fas c st(^tt£, ^£). Since Aae is closed and discrete in X, \Aat\ < e(X). We obtain 3>E by adding to \Jy<E 3y a collection of cardinality < e(X) consisting of members of ff that cover st(^4Q£, Taf). This completes the induction.
Let p be minimal < e(X)+ such that there exists a set {x£ : e < p} with an accumulation point x £ X, where xE £ Aat whenever e < p. By the minimality of p we have that p is a limit ordinal and that x £ X \ |J£< st(^4Q£, ff~af).
Hence ax > aE whenever e < p. Choose s < p such that xs £ Tax(x). Then x e st(^4a5, Sas)-a contradiction. We conclude that e(X) = Y(X).
Corollary 5 [ 13] . The spread of a space having an ortho-base is equal to its hereditary Lindelof degree. Remark 1. A slightly modified version of the preceding proof shows that Proposition 10 can be generalized to any topological space X with the property that for each open cover ff of X there is a sequence (ffa)a<k of open families of X such that f/B is a partial refinement of ffa for all a < fi < X, and such that for each x £ X there is an a < A with x 6 st(x, ffa) C C for some C £ ff. A modification of the proof of Proposition 9 yields that each submetacompact space has this property. Furthermore a modification of the second part of the proof of Proposition 5 proves that each space X with a preortho-pair-base has a sequence (ffa)a<\ of open families of X such that ffB is a partial refinement of ffa whenever a < fi < X, and such that for each x £ X, {st(x, ffa) : x £ st(x, ffa), a < X} is a local base at x.
In [8] Hart calls a topological space X halvable if for every neighbornet U of X there exists a neighbornet V of X such that for each x, y £ X with V(x) n V(y) ^ 0 we have that x £ U(y) or y £ U(x). Clearly each monotonically normal space is halvable. Proposition 11. Each halvable ortho-refinable space X is paracompact. Proof. Let ff be an open cover of X , and let (Ta)a<3 be a decreasing chain of transitive partial neighbornets on X witnessing ortho-refinability of X with respect to ff. Now set ax = min{a < 8 : st(x, Efff) c C for some C £ ff} whenever x £ X and define the neighbornet U = \Jxex({x} x TaxZ(x)). Let V C U be an open neighbornet of X that witnesses halvability of X with respect to U, and set 2$ = {V(x) : x £ X}. Moreover fix y £ X and let fi = min{ax : y £ V(x), x £ X}. Choose z £ X such that y £ V(z) and fi = az. One readily checks that st(y,3J) C st(z, S^,). We conclude that {st(x, 3J) : x £ X} refines ff and that X is paracompact.
